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Mid-Autumn Greetings from Chairman
Dear Members,
I trust you are well and looking forward to spending some quality time with friends and family during the next few
days as we celebrate Mid-Autumn Festival.
Much has happened since the last time we all came together for our annual general meeting and gala dinner in
June and I know that all of our sub-committees have been working hard over the summer months to keep our
industry moving forward in the best way.
•	Our Communication committee has completed the work around our Annual Exhibition Survey which showed
positive results for our industry in 2016.
•	The Education committee together with the Membership committee are busy working on the programme for the
Annual Seminar and Christmas cocktail which will take place on Dec 6th at Hong Kong Disneyland Resort.
•	Our Operations committee is working on a project together with other organisations and stakeholders to improve
our sustainability and safety impact.
•	The Venue Development committee has been in talks with the government, the HKTDC and the West Kowloon
Cultural District Authority on matters relating to venue expansion in Hong Kong.
•	Our China committee met with senior officials from the Ministry of Commerce, People’s Republic of China
(MOFCOM) to exchange thoughts on China’s exhibition industry and how some elements can be improved.
•	Our AFECA committee helped to send two Hong Kong representative teams to compete in the AFECA Asia MICE
Youth Challenge in Kaohsiung, Taiwan and we have had a visit from UFI CEO Mr. Kai Hattendorf to discuss our
participation in the UFI Global Congress.
•	We also had the opportunity to meet with the new Secretary of Commerce and Economic Development – Mr.
Edward Yau, where we were able to put forward a persuasive case for more government support for our industry.
The importance of which was acknowledged and well understood.
•	And if all of that weren’t enough, the HKECIA team played in and won the Global Exhibitions Day Friendly
Football Match!
Thank you to all of our executive committee members and office bearers who work tirelessly in this regard and I
would encourage members to reach out with questions, comments or to get more involved. It is well understood
that our industry faces challenges, my hope is that together we can help to find solutions.
I look forward to seeing many of you at our next event in December, best of luck with your autumn events.

Stuart Bailey
Chairman
Hong Kong Exhibition & Convention Industry Association
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New Members
HKECIA welcomes the following new members:

Full Member
Comasia Limited

COMASIA LIMITED

COMASIA Limited is a professional Hong Kong-based trade exhibition organiser and
event management company, thriving on its mission to create business opportunities
for international buyers and Asian manufacturers from the toys, gifts, premiums,
houseware, garments and fashion apparel industries by a host of trade shows it
COMASIA LIMITED
presents.

COMASIA’s flagship exhibition is MEGA SHOW Series which has now become one of the biggest sourcing events
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Hong Kong Disneyland Resort
Hong Kong Disneyland Resort is your one-stop solution for meetings, teambuilding, incentive programs and corporate events of any scale. With our
diversified venues in the park and the resort’s three hotels, groups can book the
COMASIA LIMITED
seven themed lands in a Park Buyout, or the two theaters for company speeches
and Disney performances for around 2,200 people. Spice things up by booking a
COMASIA
LIMITED
private dinner
with award-winning
culinary at a park restaurant. Business events can also take place in the 1,500
sq.m. hotel conference center with 16 venues or lawns.
Tap the expertise of Disney’s creative team to customize your next event beyond imagination!

康 亞 有 限 公
司 Ltd
Messe Duesseldorf
China
COMASIA LIMITED

Established in 1999 in Hong Kong, Messe Düsseldorf China Ltd. (MDC) is the subsidiary
康 亞 有 限 公of司
Messe Düsseldorf GmbH, which is one of the world’s top 5 exhibition organizers. MDC
COMASIA LIMITED
is committed to introducing world’s No. 1 trade fairs to China relying on its complete
and mature marketing & service network. To provide the Chinese market with better
individualized solutions and to promote localized operation strategies, MDC established
Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co, Ltd. (MDS), its wholly foreign investment subsidiary
after entering China for 10 years. Currently MDS has successfully held more than 20
leading trade fairs in China, covering the industries of printing, packaging, wire and tube, plastics, renewable
energy, medical devices, retail, safety and health, wine & spirits and caravaning etc., among which 7 exhibition
projects are certified by union of International Fairs (UFI).

Associate Member
Creative Ideas Global (Exhibits) Ltd
Creative Ideas Global is a brand management & marketing communication
focus company. We offer services from concept design till final product
implementation. Our approach combines design and strong communications
skill set that will give the best impact in clients’ brand image while in marketing
communications activities.
We are Passionate, Focus, Creative & Consistent in our work. Our regional based offices allow us to work
collaboratively across the region without time barrier and serve our clients more effectively. We have successfully
delivered our products and services around countries in APMEA region and is moving into the Europe and US
region. CATCH US TODAY to know more and see how we can make your brand stand out the crowd.
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FMC Exhibition Company Ltd
Forever Marketing Consultant Co. Ltd (FMC), is a Hong Kong-based company
devoted to providing professional business and marketing consulting service
to overseas consulates, business associations and food companies. FMC
Exhibition Company Limited, as a subsidiary company of FMC, aims to provide
EXHIBITION
professional exhibition planning services and organize large-scale international
exhibitions and conference. The new joint venture is expected to organize more professional trade shows that
provides a chance for exhibitors and buyers to step into international market.

GES
GES, a Viad Corp (NYSE: VVI) company, is a global full-service partner for
live events, producing exhibitions, conferences, congresses, corporate events,
exhibits and entertainment experiences. Visit by GES is an award winning SaaS
registration service platform that provides a seamless ecosystem of tools in the
digital and physical event spaces to drive visitor engagement, create and capture
leads for exhibitors, enable real-time analysis and behavioural insights for organisers for any type of event. The
technology and services of Visit by GES enable organisers to grow their audience, maximise exhibitors’ participation
and deliver engaging events anywhere in the world. Our offices span across the US, UK, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Romania, Dubai and Hong Kong, which allow us to deliver our service in a global scale with local support.

Overseas Member
SpEx Asia Ltd
SpEx Asia provides affordable sales outsourcing capabilities, tailored around our clients’
campaign requirements. SpEx Asia was started by professionals with a long vintage
in the conferences and exhibition industry. The solutions are hence delivered with
industry expertise thus giving you the results that you need. Being from the industry we
understand the nuances of the conference industry thus reducing the learning curve that
other outsourcing companies have. We are truly a plug and play sales solutions in the
conferences and events domain.

Chairman’s Report 2016-2017
Presented at the Annual General Meeting and Annual Dinner on 2nd June 2017, the full version of 2016-2017
Chairman’s Report is available in our website.
Click here to view the full version>>

Hong Kong Exhibition Survey 2016
The results of the Hong Kong Exhibition Survey 2016 are consistent with wider global political and trade
uncertainties of the year, which have slowed the upward trend seen in the Hong Kong exhibition industry in recent
years. Nevertheless, a number of the key outcomes of the survey are very encouraging. For example, despite
challenging economic conditions in 2016, overall visitor numbers to Hong Kong exhibitions remained stable yearon-year, reaching a total of almost 2.2 million. At the same time, the number of exhibiting companies rose by just
over 2% by comparison with the previous year, indicating that Hong Kong remains an important trade hub and,
continues to build on its wide reputation as the Trade Fair Capital of Asia regardless of the economic climate.
Click here to view more details>>
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Major Past Events
1.	HKECIA Recruitment Seminar at Hong Kong Polytechnic University on 22nd March 2017 – organised for
the first time, the seminar aimed at providing final-year School of Hotel & Tourism Management students with
the opportunity of engaging in face-to-face conversations with potential employers. The event was attended by
3 HKECIA Members and around 40 students with a keen interest in learning more about career opportunities
within the industry.

2.	HKECIA Sharing Session at Hong Kong Community College on 23rd March 2017 – Ms. Wendy Lai, Executive
Vice Chair of HKECIA attended a sharing session with a group of students from Higher Diploma in Event
Management at the Hong Kong PolyU Community College. She gave an overview of the exhibition industry and
shared her personal experiences with 50 students.

3.	HKECIA Conference on 2nd June 2017 – the Conference themed “Success, Sustainability and the Future” was
held at HKCEC received excellent feedback from the participants. Our heartfelt thanks to all the speakers for the
informative and insightful sharing and to everyone who participated.

4.	HKECIA 27th Annual Dinner on 2nd June 2017 – the dinner was successfully held at the Chancellor Room
at HKCEC on 2nd June, 2017. Mr. Gregory So, the then Secretary for Commerce and Economic Development
of the HKSAR Government was Guest of Honor on that night. During the dinner, members and guests enjoyed
the unforgettable performance from Ms. Michelle Siu Hoi Yan from ADAM (Arts with Disabled Association Hong
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Kong). The first ever HKECIA Lifetime Achievement Award was presented Mr. Stanley Chu from Adsale Exhibition
Services Ltd to acknowledge his dedication and contribution to the Hong Kong Exhibition industry throughout
many years. Congratulations again to Mr. Chu! All members and guests had an enjoyable night with the industry
peers. Special thanks go to the event sponsors, media partners as well as the Organising Committee.
More pictures of the conference & dinner can be found in HKECIA Facebook page.

5.	HKECIA & HKESA Friendly Football Match on Global Exhibitions Day on 7th June 2017 – HKECIA & HKESA
organised the Friendly Football Match for the first time on 7th June 2017 to celebrate the Global Exhibitions Day.
Thank you our members for playing so hard on a hot summer day and bravo to the HKECIA team for winning the
match!

6.	Meeting with MOFCOM Delegation on 23rd June 2017 – the association has welcomed the delegation led
by Mr. TANG Jun, Inspector of the Department of Trade in Services and Commercial Services in the Ministry
of Commerce of PRC (MOFCOM). During the meeting, the two parties had exchanged views about the C&E
industry in Hong Kong and in China.
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7.	AFECA Asia MICE Youth Challenge 2017 – 3 teams of student participated in the Hong Kong Preliminary
Competition of AFECA Asia MICE Youth Challenge in June and two teams from PolyU and VTC had been
selected and were sponsored by HKECIA, Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd, AsiaWorld-Expo Management Ltd,
CP Exhibition and Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (Management) Ltd to compete with 12 other
students teams in the AFECA Asia MICE Youth Challenge 2017 in Kaohsiung, Taiwan on 6th Sep 2017. PolyU
team has won Second Runner Up and one of the teammates Li Chun Bong Martin has received the Most
Knowledgeable Award. The VTC team has also won the Special Recognition Award. Congratulations!

Upcoming Events
October 18-19, 2017 – HKECIA delegation to Macao International Trade and Investment Fair (MIF)
November 1-4, 2017 – UFI Congress in Johannesburg, South Africa
December 6, 2017 – HKECIA Annual Seminar & Christmas Cocktail in Hong Kong Disneyland Resort
January 2018 – HKECIA Golf Day
More details will be announced in the website, stay tuned!

Call for Contributions to HKECIA Newsletter
HKECIA is seeking members’ contribution to the newsletter. For those who would like to submit article/ story, please
contact us at enquiry@exhibitions.org.hk.
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Industry Sharing #1 – Municipal Solid Waste Charging
and the Hong Kong Exhibition Industry
By HKECIA Exhibition Operations Sub-Committee

The Municipal Solid Waste Charging Scheme
Hong Kong is facing a major problem in the management of waste; in the past 30 years, municipal solid waste
(MSW) – from the domestic, commercial and industrial sectors…including exhibitions and events, has increased by
nearly 80%, while the population has increased by only 36%. In other words, every person disposes of 30% more
waste than before. Currently just over one third of MSW generated is recovered for recycling, but the rest ends up
in Hong Kong landfills.
Every day, some 13,400 tonnes of waste (enough to fill 4 Olympic sized swimming pools) is sent to the landfills, of
which nearly 67% (9,000tonnes) is MSW.
At this rate, it is estimated Hong Kong landfills will be full by 2020.
Recognising the severity and urgency of the problem, in May 2013 the HK Government issued its “HK Blueprint
for Sustainable Use of Resources 2013-2022”, with policies and measures to reduce waste, promote recycling and
invest in waste facilities. The Government’s target is to reduce MSW by 40% by 2022 to 0.8kg per capita. To do so,
waste prevention and reduction at source is a key element, and waste charging is a key policy tool to achieve this
change in behaviour. The Govt has cited examples of Taipei City and South Korea, both of which achieved waste
disposal reductions per capita of 65% and 40% respectively a few years after introducing volume-based waste fee
systems.
In HK there has already been evidence of waste charging reducing both disposal of construction waste and plastic
shopping bags after fees were introduced.
Whilst no specific charges have been decided, there are HK industry estimates of HK$400-499/tonne charge for
commercial and industrial waste, and HK$30-40/month per average household.
The MSW charging scheme was tabled for discussion in the Legislative Council in March; given the time required
to pass a bill through LegCo, and a buffer period that will be allowed, the MSW charging scheme is not expected
to be implemented until mid-2019 at the earliest. Like other HK business sectors, HKECIA and the local industry
has two years to come up with solutions to lessen the impact of the new waste charges.

Possible Impact on HK Exhibition/Events Industry
The economic impact of our industry is well known and publicised. What is less well known, and certainly not
publicised, is the environmental impact of our events, in the form of rubbish, left over and waste material from all
phases of the exhibition, but particularly move-out.

Rubbish and waste material during move-out
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The venues already charge to collect general exhibition waste, and much of this is separated out for recycling
where possible (glass, cans, lighting elements etc) and measured by the venues.
What is not measured, and widely known about, is the massive amount of special design stand material that is
used once, collected by the stand contractors/design houses responsible and transported straight to the landfill for
disposal, at the end of every large event. Every type of material used on stands can end up being disposed of in
this manner – wooden flooring and stand building material, plastic, fabrics, furniture, shelving, lighting, overhead
features, banners. All will end up in the landfill.
The background to this has been discussed many times within HKECIA and is a conundrum – contractors will say
this is a result of expensive HK storage costs and limited move-out times; organisers say it is due to limited and
expensive move-out times at the venues, and the proliferation of small contractors operating without warehousing
or storage; venues say it is due to organisers allowing contractors to build unrealistic structures in the timeframe
allowed…..and so the discussion has gone around….
But one thing is clear, with the introduction of MSW pricing, the dynamics of the HK exhibition and events industry
will have to change. And this is an opportunity for us to look critically at our industry and come up with innovative
solutions and to change the existing business model.

What can Organisers do?
The Organisers, along with the venues, can set out a great deal of what is, or is not acceptable at their events.
But it is difficult for these parties to work in isolation; they need the buy-in and support of stand contractors, freight
forwarders and other suppliers to bring about reduction of waste at events, and with the new MSW charging
scheme this will be more important than ever.
Organisers can take a number of major steps to reduce waste, both that generated directly, through printed mailings,
promotional material, directories, registration etc, and that arranged through third-parties, such as official stand
contractors and design houses.
In keeping with the times, Organisers are reducing the amount of printed material, switching to electronic means
for promotion, online show directories/guides, registration. When paper is used, then switching to more sustainable
sources, such as FSC or recycled, is more sustainable.

A huge amount of waste that ends up in the HK landfills is from raw space stands, as mentioned before. Organisers
can reduce this by setting higher minimum sqm for these raw space stands, and importantly reducing the permitted
stand heights. By doing so the amount of material can be reduced substantially (at UBM Asia’s Cosmoprof Asia
show, an estimated 1,740cbm of stand material, equivalent to 53 x 20ft shipping containers, was eliminated by
reducing the maximum stand height from 4m to 3m).
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3m high raw space stands

Venues can also assist this practice by making the requirements to build high stands more rigorous, a move which
also supports improved Health & Safety at our events.
Organisers can also specify that features such as signage/backdrops/feature areas should be constructed using
system material as a base with fabric, rather than building one-off from wood.
Low-voltage lighting can also be specified, to reduce the amount of used units being disposed of, as can recyclable
carpeting (usually made of polypropylene) that at the end of its life as carpet can be recycled into traffic cones,
drainpipes etc, instead of being disposed of into the landfill like the traditional needle-punch variety.

What can Contractors (and others?) do?
In the two years available, contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers and others who rely on the HK exhibition and
events business need to investigate their current methods of working, particularly the current practice of dumping
material into the landfill at the close of every event. To continue to do so, and expect Organisers and their exhibitors
to absorb the dumping costs is not practical.
The MSW dumping charge can be viewed as a huge hurdle (and expense) by those involved, or it can be a
big opportunity for contractors and others involved to change their way of working and come up with smarter,
sustainable solutions to the building of exhibition stands etc.

Display items using
recycled card paper

What contractors have observed is that international exhibitions are moving to more green designs, utilising more
fabric and aluminium extrusion materials. More plants are used to enhance venues and stands. Reused carpet and
printed plastic flooring to reduce waste, and simple structures for overhanging signs.
Design and build companies can adapt more digital product solutions to reduce physical design elements such
as display panels. From the design aspect, stands should be clean lined with branding of the company clearly
defined. This will help reduce waste and increase visibility of the company in a crowded exhibition environment.
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Overhead metal/fabric structure rather than stand construction.

Recycled wooden pallets used in display area

New system materials provide stand building options

Green indoor seating area

Digital product solutions to reduce
physical design elements such as
display panels

Industry Sharing #2 – DIGITAL EXPERIENCES FOR EVENTS:
MOBILE-FRIENDLINESS IS NO LONGER JUST A COURTESY
Let me guess: You’re reading this on your phone right now, aren’t you? No, I’m not actively spying on you (because
that would be creepy!), but I am tuned into the latest stats on mobile usage, which claim that more than 90% of the
world’s internet users go online via a mobile device. That tells me there’s a good chance you’re not parked in front
of a desktop computer right about now.
Just recently, media company We Are Social released their Digital in 2017: Global Overview report, revealing
compelling insights that event professionals should take serious note of if they wish to keep their events relevant.
Here’s a sample of such statistics:
•	Almost two-thirds of the world’s population now has a mobile phone, and more than half of the world now uses
a smartphone
• The total number of unique global mobile users is rapidly approaching 5 billion
• Approximately 2.5 billion of all the 2.8 billion social media users came from a mobile device
•	The average number of hours that internet users spent accessing the internet via a mobile phone each day
averaged between 1-2 hours in most countries across the globe
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How does that compare to mobile usage in days of yore? If we walk back seven years and compare the percentage
of all global web pages served to mobile phones in the month of January each year, we’ll find that the percentage
has skyrocketed from 2.9% in 2010 up to 50.3% in 2017. That’s kind of a big leap.
As the laws of physics tell us, what goes up must come down…or, at least, in the case of web traffic, when internet
access via mobile devices goes up, access via another means must go down. Hence, as mobile usage has lifted,
laptop and desktop devices have experienced a 20% decrease in usage.

KEEPING UP WITH THE PHONES(ES)
What does all this mean for an event professional who is trying to drive results? It means that you must deliver
optimal, cohesive digital experiences for attendees, sponsors, exhibitors and so on across all devices, especially
when it comes to mobile. Quite frankly, it means that serving up user-friendly, technically sound mobile content for
your event is no longer just a courtesy; it’s an absolute must.
Today’s average consumer checks his or her smartphone 46 times a day and has come to expect unprecedented
access to information. Event attendees are no different. The shift to immediate access has led to decreased patience
and attention spans shorter than that of a goldfish, as well as a need for access to quick answers and information.
Event professionals must meet these expectations for their events at every touchpoint, at every stage in the event
customer’s journey—from initial awareness to registration, throughout the event, and beyond.
Event attendees, exhibitors and sponsors want seamless, cross-device user experiences and instantaneous
access to current data when they’re on-the-go. More specifically, this means event websites should be built using
responsive design, allowing actions like information searching and event registration to take place optimally on a
phone. Attendees are becoming accustomed to using mobile event apps with an expectation that in 2016 attendee
event app adoption would reach 94%, enabling more and more events to minimize the use of printed materials.
Email marketing is another area of consideration for event organizers, as it has been estimated that by 2018, 80%
of email users will likely access their email accounts from their mobile devices. And don’t even get me started on
the use of mobile for event-oriented social media activity. That’s a given.
The benefits of mobile adoption are not just for your customers either. Integration of your event management
software and mobile properties can help ease the burdens of double data entry and the associated likelihood
of costly errors. Event digital properties should be integrated with your event management software so you can
improve your own efficiency and please customers at the same time. A real win-win.

HOW EVENT MANAGERS CAN MAKE THE MOST OF MOBILE
Beyond ensuring you are mindful of what mobile properties need to exist for your event, an organizer looking to “do
mobile right” can consider two important elements when it comes to their mobile properties.
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For one, a core focus of your event mobile platforms should be user experience. The fact that it has become
much more common and easier to use mobile apps means that people will quit using any app that provides an
unpleasant experience. Therefore, trends in mobile app development in 2017 indicate that smart developers will
pay more attention to the user’s point of view than ever before.
The second key element in serving up an ideal mobile experience is incorporating data-driven personalization.
This is where integration with your event software comes in extra handy. When you provide targeted, data-driven,
digital experiences for event customers, you are more likely to satisfy them and engage them on a deeper level. As
the personalization platform provider Evergage reminds us, consumers recognize that personalization gives them
more enjoyable and relevant experiences that help them accomplish their goals.
Article published with permission of Ungerboeck
Source: https://ungerboeck.com/blog/digital-experiences-for-events-mobile-friendliness-is-no-longer-just-a-courtesy

Industry Sharing #3 – Coolest Tech Events that
will blow you away
2017 is an exciting year for the events industry, with
mind-blowing technology making its way into the the
events sphere and enhancing people’s experiences.
What we might have thought of as an event or
exhibition ten years ago has completely transformed.
We’ve officially embraced the intelligent age with
refrigerators that know what milk we like in our coffee
and thermostats that warm our living rooms 15
minutes before we arrive home.
At events, attendees expect the same level of
preference-based, automated experiences they’re having at home. Gone are the days when delegates register for
an event and “wait and see” what they’ll do on-site.
With so many enticing and trendy technologies coming to market (virtual reality 2.0… we’re looking at you),
marketers are finally looking past the “glitz” of the goggles. The focus is moving toward strategic and interactive
technologies that engage, record data and gather insights. Here’s a brief overview of some of the most exciting tech
trends hitting the events industry.

1. Robotics
We knew this would be a reality someday — well, now is the time. Robots are smart, practical and create modernmarvel style interactions for attendees. They could also drive drown staffing costs, although we do admit that
nothing can ever beat face to face interactions with real people, robots are just so cool. Take Makr Shakr, the robotic
bartender that plucks down beers and shakes up a limitless menu of cocktails. Or Sprinkles’ 24-hour Cupcake ATM
with its mesmerising robotic arm.

2. Virtual Sponsorships
Marketers are restricted by the amount of sponsorable space in an event because of the physical limitations. But
imagine digital overlays in venues and as attendees, equipped with sponsor-provided HoloLens-style devices, walk
through they see billboards, banners and talking heads.
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3. Artificial Intelligence
Are we for real? Yes. AI is even more mind blowing than robotics, and it’s infiltrating the world of events. From voice
recognition programs like Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana and Amazon’s Alexa, to unmanned vehicles, preference
recognition and cybersecurity—we’re leveraging artificial intelligence in our everyday lives. We can expect to use
artificial intelligence to enhance the attendee, organiser and sponsor experience in events for predictive analysis
and more.

4. Experience Polling
Real-time event analysis can improve the attendee experience almost instantly via live, actionable data. For
instance, asking attendees, “How do you feel?” And if they respond that they’re cold, bringing in a hot beverage
stand on the fly. Or, “What do you feel like eating today?” And booking a food truck serving up that option for the
following day’s lunch. Now that’s awesome.

5. Visceral Social Media
Your consumer and your B-to-B audiences are on Snapchat. This easy-to-use platform is all moment- and memebased, and a refreshing contribution to the business-as-usual conference space. Think Snapchats with keynote
speakers before they go on stage, shoutouts from musical performers, unscripted backstage moments and geofilters to give your next show or event some augmented social flair.

6. Endless Touch Screens
Check out MultiTaction screens, 55-inch endless, seamless touch screens. Most touch screens are 2-touch or
6-touch or 32-touch (on the high end), but these are endless, and you can link them together. Combine two dozen
of them and create a workable wall that any number of people can interactive with at the same time. The best part
— all of the interaction is recordable.

7. VR 2.0
The sedentary experience of virtual reality activations
featuring a heavy headset and gussied up gaming chair are
coming to an end. The latest and best VR experiences allow
consumers and attendees to get up and walk around. Like
Merrell did at Sundance Film Festival, with an industry-first
hiking experience that had consumers moving around in a
virtual commercial.

8. Multi-Sensory Engagement
The key in 2017 is to leverage all the senses to make attendees believe they’re somewhere else, and then drive that
emotional connection to the experience. Look no further than FlyOver Canada, a virtual flight ride attraction that
showcases some of Canada’s most awe-inspiring scenery from coast to coast. The state-of-the-art, multi-sensory
experience combines motion seating, spectacular media and special effects, including wind, scents and mist, to
provide a true flying experience for guests.
Article published with permission of GES
Source: https://insights.ges.com/blog/sneak-peek-into-some-of-the-coolest-tech-trends-that-will-blow-you-away-in-2017
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